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Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains forward-looking statements which may constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the  Securities 
Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The  forward-
looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause our actual results,  performance or 
achievements to be materially different from any future results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by the  forward-looking 
statements.

Forward-looking statements include statements about: our estimates of product sales, future costs and expenses, revenue and profitability;  
trends affecting the price of water; trends affecting our financial condition and results of operations; our ability to attract and retain  customers 
or achieve our targeted customer capacity; the availability and terms of capital financing; our ability to deliver our products on  schedule; 
development of new product initiatives to enhance our brand; industry trends and the competitive environment; the impact of  losing one or 
more senior executive and/or failing to attract additional key personnel; and other factors referenced in this document. In  some cases, you 
can identify forward-looking statements by terms such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “could,” “estimates,” “expects,” “intends,”  “may,” “plans,” 
“potential,” “predicts,” “projects,” “should,” “will,” “would,” and similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking  statements. Forward-
looking statements reflect our current views with respect to future events are based on assumptions and are subject  to risks and uncertainties. 
Given these uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.

Also, forward-looking statements represent our estimates and assumptions only as of the date of this document. You should read this  document 
and the documents that we reference completely and with the understanding that our actual future results may be materially  different from 
what we expect. Additional factors that may cause actual results to differ from those anticipated are discussed throughout  the Company’s  
Annual Report filed May 2020, with Securities and Exchange Commission and should be reviewed and considered  carefully as well as the 
Company’s other reports filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and are available at  http://www.sec.gov/ as well 
as the Company’s web site at www.rainmakerww.com. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these  forward-looking statements, 
which speak only as of the date of this presentation. All forward-looking statements are qualified in their  entirety by this cautionary statement. 
The Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise forward-looking statements to reflect  changed assumptions, the occurrence of 
unanticipated events or changes to future operating results. No securities regulatory authority  has expressed an opinion about Rainmakers’ 
securities and it is an offense to claim otherwise. This document does not constitute a public  offering of Rainmaker securities. Last updated 
May 2020.
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Our Mission
Rainmaker is helping to solve the global water crisis 

by providing economical, scalable and environmentally 

sustainable solutions through innovative technology.
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50 
PER PERSON 
OF WATER

MOST BASIC NEEDS.1

2.2 BILLION PEOPLE
AROUND THE WORLD

4.2 BILLION PEOPLE 
LACK SAFE SANITATION. 

LACK SAFE
DRINKING WATER. 2

3 BILLION PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD
LACK BASIC HANDWASHING FACILITIES AT HOME. 2

PER DAY ARE NEEDED TO ENSURE

LITERS

2

The Global Water Crisis

1 Source: World Health Organization. (2017). Guidelines for drinking-water quality: Fourth edition incorporating the first addendum [PDF file]. 
Retrieved from https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/254637/9789241549950-eng.pdf 
2 Source: United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and World Health Organization (WHO). (2019). Progress on household drinking water, sanitation and hygiene 2000-
2017. Special focus on inequalities. [PDF file]. Retrieved from https://data.unicef.org/resources/progress-drinking-water-sanitation-hygiene-2019/

https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/254637/9789241549950-eng.pdf
https://data.unicef.org/resources/progress-drinking-water-sanitation-hygiene-2019/
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The Global Water Crisis
Uneven distribution of water resources
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1Source: Citi GPS: Global Perspectives & Solutions. (2017). Solutions for the global water crisis:The end of ‘free and cheap’ water [PDF file]. Retrieved from  
https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/solutions-global-water-crisis/

https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/solutions-global-water-crisis/
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Source: Allianz Global Investors (2017, July 20). 5 Reasons to go 
active with water investing. Retrieved from: https://us.allianzgi.
com/en-us/advisors/insights/investment-themes/5-reasons-to-
go-active-with-water-investing

Source: OECD (2008), OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030, OECD Publishing, 
Paris. Retrieved from:  https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264040519-en

The Global Water Crisis
Although the global water supply remains fixed,  
consumption is increasing.

Water demand
could exceed
supply by 40%

Plunging 47% 
of the world into 
severe water stress

https://us.allianzgi.com/en-us/advisors/insights/investment-themes/5-reasons-to-go-active-with-water-investing
https://us.allianzgi.com/en-us/advisors/insights/investment-themes/5-reasons-to-go-active-with-water-investing
https://us.allianzgi.com/en-us/advisors/insights/investment-themes/5-reasons-to-go-active-with-water-investing
https://us.allianzgi.com/en-us/individual/insights/investment-themes/5-reasons-to-go-active-with-water-investing 
https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264040519-en 
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WATER INFRASTRUCTURE REGULATION AND MARKET-
BASED INSTRUMENTS

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

1 2 3
Investments of $7.5 to $9.7 trillion needed 
globally to upgrade, maintain
and build new water infrastructure.

Total global economic 
losses annually from 
inadequate water supply 
and sanitation in 2010
Source: WHO

Approximately 
700-1000 km3 of 
groundwater is 
withdrawn per 
year, resulting in 
excessive use in 
many countries.

Amount of 
global GDP at 
risk by 2050 if 
current water 
management 
practices 
continue
Source: IFPRI

• Pricing to reflect scarcity
• Rationing + re-use

Including smart water tools (metering, big data),
desalination, precision agriculture and beneficial
re-use of produced water.

$63T

Disruptive and flexible applications that are well positioned in today's world.

$260B Non-Renewable - 39%

Renewable 

Resources - 61%

The Global Water Crisis
Water issues create real economic issues

Solutions to avoid a global water crisis

These images were adapted based on the source: Citi GPS: Global Perspectives & Solutions. (2017). Solutions for the global water crisis:The end of ‘free and cheap’ water 
[PDF file]. Retrieved from https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/solutions-global-water-crisis/

https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/solutions-global-water-crisis/
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Rainmaker Air-to-Water Rainmaker Water-to-Water

The Global Water Crisis
Ways to create clean drinking water

1Source: National Ocean Service (2020, March 20). How much water is in the ocean?  
Retrieved from: https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/oceanwater.html

1. Drill wells: This is dependent on reaching the water 
table and finding a substantial quantity  
of drinkable water. 

2. Rainwater harvesting: Viable and sustainable 
collection system designed to gather rainwater 
throughout the year; however, many regions have 
substantial dry seasons.

3. Convert air humidity to water: We extract and condense 
moisture in the air to produce healthy, purified drinking 
water with our Air-to-Water application.

4. Desalinate seawater or cleanse polluted water:  
We transform undrinkable, contaminated water into safe, 
clean water through our Water-to-Water application. 
(About 97 percent of Earth’s water is in the ocean.1)

TRADITIONAL EMERGING / DISRUPTIVE 

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/oceanwater.html
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AIR-TO-WATER (AW)

• Through our Air-to-Water application, we 
harvest water by combining atmospheric 
humidity, heat and air flow.

• Produces 5,000, 10,000 or 20,000 liters per 
unit, per day.

WATER-TO-WATER (WW)

• Through our Water-to-Water application, 
we transform contaminated water (saltwater, 
sewage, polluted) into safe, clean water.

• Produces 37,500, 75,000 or 150,000 per unit, 
per day.
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Water-to-Water
Application

Air-to-Water and 
Water-to-Water
Application

Water-to-Water
Application

Product Application

1Source: Citi GPS: Global Perspectives & Solutions. (2017). Solutions for the global water crisis: 
The end of ‘free and cheap’ water [PDF file]. Retrieved from  
https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/solutions-global-water-crisis/ 

1

https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/solutions-global-water-crisis/
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Investment 
Highlights

DISRUPTING $620  
BILLION GLOBAL MARKET1 
 
• Estimated to grow to $1 trillion  
  by 20252

• Goal 6 of UN’s 17 Sustainable    
  Development Goals3 
• World Economic Forum:  
  “water scarcity is a critical risk”1

• Attractive long-term  
  investment opportunity1

COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGES
• Scalable
• Cost competitive
• Capital efficient
• Sustainable
• Decade of R&D

COMPELLING  
WATER-AS-A-SERVICE  
MODEL 
• Long-term contracts
• Recurring revenue
• Rapid investment payback
• High margin

TRANSFORMING FOR 
GROWTH
• Capital to drive pipeline,  
   product development,  
   supply chain
• Nasdaq listing
• Management, Board  
  and Partners

1 Source: UBS (2019, May 09). Longer term investments: 
Water scarcity [PDF file]. Retrieved from https://www.
ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/
cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf 
2 Source: RobecoSAM Study (2015, June). Water: the 
market of the future [PDF file]. Retrieved from https://
www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f
044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-
14997.pdf 
3 Source: United Nations, Sustainable Development 
Goals. Goal 6: Ensure access to water and sanitation 
for all. Retrieved from: https://www.un.org/
sustainabledevelopment/water-and-sanitation/

https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf
https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf
https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf
https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf 
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/water-and-sanitation/ 
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/water-and-sanitation/ 
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Water supply: A multi-billion 
dollar industry

The Global Water Market: $620 billion1

Wastewater Treatment 35%
Water Test 2%

Valves 9%

Pumps 7%

Ballast Water 2%

Irrigation 2%

Engineering & Consulting 4%

Desalination 3%

Automation Systems 2%

Infrastructre 10%

Filtration 5%

Produced Water 2%

Residential Water Treatment 3%

Industrials Water Treatment 14%

It’s estimated that the 
Market opportunities 
related to the water 
sector could reach

According to the World Economic 
Forum, an inadequate supply 
of water threatens the viability 
of the global economy, the 
environment and human life.1

Providing access to affordable drinking 
water is a major, unmet market 
opportunity. Estimates are that every US 
dollar invested in water generates 
an equivalent five dollars in societal 
and economic value.1

$1 TRILLION
BY 20252

1 Source: UBS (2019, May 09). Longer term investments: Water scarcity [PDF file].  
Retrieved from https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf 
2 Source: RobecoSAM Study (2015, June). Water: the market of the future [PDF file].  
Retrieved from https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf

https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf
https://www.ubs.com/content/dam/WealthManagementAmericas/cio-impact/water%20scarcity.pdf 
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011-14997.pdf
https://www.robecosam.com/media/2/d/a/2dabc198f907694f044ed76ecfbf63a2_robecosam-water-study_tcm1011
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How is Rainmaker disrupting the market?

VERSATILE 
• Modular and portable

• Distributed and decentralized

• Wide application use cases

• Rapid turnkey deployment
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SCALABLE AND 
COST-EFFECTIVE 
• Cost competitive

• Attractive margin and payback economics  

• Capital efficient and low variable cost

• Not reliant on local infrastructure

How is Rainmaker disrupting the market?
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ENVIRONMENTALLY 
AND SOCIALLY 
SUSTAINABLE

• Chemical free

• Zero to small carbon footprint

• Energy agnostic: wind, solar, grid,  
diesel or hybrid

• Access to clean water, 
saving lives

‘Who Cares Wins’

How is Rainmaker disrupting the market?
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PROPRIETARY 
TECHNOLOGY
• Innovative membrane distillation and waste 

heat recovery system

• Algorithms optimize energy use

• Networked real time monitoring and  
control system

• Multi-input feed water (saltwater, sewage, 
polluted) to create potable and medical grade 
water (Water-to-Water)

• Reuse water through a closed-loop system

How is Rainmaker disrupting the market?
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Rainmaker Business Model – Key Factors

Recurring REVENUE 

Visibility via LONG-TERM SERVICE CONTRACTS 

Medium capital INTENSITY

Can utilize PROJECT FINANCING

High cash MARGINS

Customer lock-in (10+ YEARS)

Decentralized INFRASTRUCTURE

Our Water-as-a-Service model is an affordable approach to creating 
an ongoing water supply for communities and businesses where 
purified/filtered water is needed.
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RAINMAKER 
SOLUTION:
Island communities are among the most 
desperate for potable water often relying 
on transported bottled or bulk water. 
Supplying island communities with cost 
effective water will be a key focus of 
Rainmaker. Initial effort will be in the 21 
Caricom1 countries, where relationships 
are strong and the ability to pay is also 
high with limited commercial risk to 
shareholders.

Application Use Case
Remote & Island 
Communities

SOLUTION: AW

CAPITAL COSTS:
PROPOSED  
PRICE:

CONTRIBUTION 
MARGIN*: PAYBACK:

 VOLUME OF WATER: CURRENT SOURCE: CURRENT PRICE:

* Assuming capital cost depreciation of 10 years.

100,000 
LITERS

$1,930,000 $0.10 
 PER LITER $1,250,000 22 

MONTHS

$0.05 - $0.18 
PER LITER

TRUCKED /  
RAIN COLLECTED

1 https://caricom.org

https://caricom.org
https://caricom.org 
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RAINMAKER 
SOLUTION:
Rainmaker was awarded a use case grant for 
the provision of a water purification system 
for forward operating bases (FOBs) through 
the Smartbase project in Soesterberg, the 
Netherlands. Our unit is not only applicable for 
military applications but also for disaster relief, 
delivering between 10,000 - 30,000 liters per day 
depending on configuration. In the Netherlands 
alone, there are more than 800 legacy reverse  
osmosis systems for replacement. The Rainmaker 
solution was tested in a range of locations 
throughout the Netherlands with success.

Application Use Case

Military

CAPITAL COSTS:
PROPOSED  
PRICE: PAYBACK:

 VOLUME OF WATER: CURRENT SOURCE: CURRENT PRICE:

* Assuming capital cost depreciation of 10 years.

$0.05 
 PER LITER

12 
MONTHS

SOLUTION: WW

40,000 
LITERS

$0.05 
PER LITER

REVERSE 
OSMOSIS

 $652,000 $550,000

CONTRIBUTION 
MARGIN*:
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RAINMAKER 
SOLUTION:
Rainmaker will focus in many geographies 
on Bottling and Beverage sector. In Island, 
remote community and water scarce locations, 
bottled water is both expensive and difficult 
to transport. Our portable, modular systems 
can deliver the highest quality water at a 
reasonable cost while ensuring shareholder 
returns. Our Air-to-Water (AW) solution is easily 
connected to certified pre- and post-treatment 
systems that deliver water to communities 
safely and economically.

Application Use Case

Bottling / Beverage

* Assuming capital cost depreciation of 10 years.

CAPITAL COSTS:
PROPOSED  
PRICE: PAYBACK:

 VOLUME OF WATER: CURRENT SOURCE: CURRENT PRICE:

$0.30 
 PER LITER

15 
MONTHS

SOLUTION: AW

2,000 
LITERS

$0.30 
PER LITERTRUCKED

 $113,000 $260,000

CONTRIBUTION 
MARGIN*:
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RAINMAKER 
SOLUTION:
There is a vast opportunity for the Rainmaker 
solution to be used as an alternative way 
to ensure buildings, subdivisions, hospitals, 
condos and manufacturing facilities all have an 
uninterruptible source of water. Our solution can 
be deployed on the grid or alternatively using 
off grid renewable energy in both a primary, as 
well as a redundant configuration. Rainmaker 
is pursuing numerous opportunities that have 
grown significantly due to the current unstable 
environment we are faced with today. Our 
solution will give our customers peace of mind 
while creating shareholder value.

Application Use Case
Building - Medical, 
Industrial

* Assuming capital cost depreciation of 10 years.

CAPITAL COSTS:
PROPOSED  
PRICE: PAYBACK:

 VOLUME OF WATER: CURRENT SOURCE: CURRENT PRICE:

$0.07 
PER LITER

10.9 
MONTHS

SOLUTION: AW/WW COMBO

44,000 
LITERS

$0.45 
PER LITERTRUCKED

 $892,036 $813,000

CONTRIBUTION 
MARGIN*:
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RAINMAKER 
SOLUTION:
In the most extreme areas of water 
scarcity, Rainmaker solutions can 
provide cost effective water for localize 
agricultural and food programs at small 
and medium scale. We have made initial 
in-roads into projects in Europe and North 
Africa that show promise as solutions and 
generating shareholder value where the 
productive capacity of crops per liter is 
the highest.

Application Use Case

Agriculture / Food

* Assuming capital cost depreciation of 10 years.

CAPITAL COSTS:
PROPOSED  
PRICE: PAYBACK:

 VOLUME OF WATER: CURRENT SOURCE: CURRENT PRICE:

$0.04 
 PER LITER

7.7 
MONTHS

SOLUTION: WW

180,000 
LITERS

$0.05 
PER LITER

GROUND / 
TRUCKED

 $1,400,000  $2,172,300

CONTRIBUTION 
MARGIN*:
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RAINMAKER 
SOLUTION:
These applications are at the heart of the 
founders of Rainmaker. There are few global 
industries that do not have Self-Regulated 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). In the 
areas with the most prevalent CSR programs, 
water is at the heart of the humanitarian crises 
– India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Indonesia and 
all of Central and South America. The UN and 
other NGOs typically provide humanitarian water 
relief to these locations at extreme cost and risk. 
Rainmaker is in a position to save organizations 
and communities cost in a more reliable and 
environmentally sustainable way.

Application Use Case
CSR Programs /  
Humanitarian

SOLUTION: AW

* Assuming capital cost depreciation of 10 years.

60,000 
LITERS

$0.25 
PER LITER

TRUCKED / 
BOTTLED

CAPITAL COSTS:
PROPOSED  
PRICE: PAYBACK:

 VOLUME OF WATER: CURRENT SOURCE: CURRENT PRICE:

$0.17 
 PER LITER

26.1 
MONTHS $2,989,580  $1,372,867

CONTRIBUTION 
MARGIN*:
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Management Team

Michael Dohaney Kelly White Catia Skinner

Michael Skinner

Aris Kekedjian
Strategic Advisor 

Joost Dessing
Chief Technology Officer

Chief Financial Officer Vice President 
Operations & Finance

Vice President Marketing

Chief Executive Officer
Joost Oosterling

Managing Director Europe
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• $1.1 million convertible note completed May 2020 
• $6 million preferred investment anticipated by July 2020 
• Merger to Sphere 3D (Nasdaq: ANY) anticipated 
   to close in September 2020 
• Anticipate raising institutional capital in conjunction 
  with completion of merger

CAPITAL REQUIRED 
TO FUND GROWTH



Investment Contact:
investors@rainmakerww.com

Rainmaker Worldwide Inc.
271 Brock Street
Peterborough, ON, K9H 2P8
Canada
+1 705-201-1020

The Blueshirt Group
100 Montgomery St., Suite 1600
San Francisco, CA 94104
+1 415-489-2188
blueshirtgroup.com

rainmakerww.com
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APPENDIX: Core Patents Supporting RWI Products

System and method for purification of 
water by membrane distillation: 
1.1433.0001 WO, PCT/NL2020/050223 
Registered in the Netherlands and following 
the PCT route to register internationally.

Tower 
 
Rotating tower supported on central 
bearing and held upright by a support ring.

Turbine Rotor driven compressor 
PCT/EP2009/060734  
 
Equal use of several power conversion 
units in turbine.

Countries:

AU - 2009286785 (pending RFE filed) 
BR - PI0917179-7 (pending) 
CN - 200980142780.0 (pending) 
EP - 09782002.1 (pending RFE filed) 
IN - 750/KOLNP/2011 (pending) 
MA - PV/33631 (pending RFE filed) 
US - 12/737,848 (pending) 
ZA - 2011/01484 (granted 26/10/2011; 
expires 19/08/2029)

WATER PRODUCTION UNIT 
 
AW application membrane separates water 
condensation area from ambient air.

Countries:

AU - 2009309685 (pending) 
EP - 09744137.2 (pending) 
IN - 1777/KOLNP/2011 (pending) 
US - 12/998,321 (pending)
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APPENDIX: Guidelines and Standards
The following guidelines and certifications are followed by Rainmaker in the 
assembly and implementation of our Air-to-Water and Water-to-Water solutions:

• Guidelines for drinking-water quality (GDWQ) –  
World Health Organization (WHO), 4th edition, 2017

• EU Drinking Water Directive  
(Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November 1998)

• NSF/ANSI 42

• NSF/ANSI 53

• NSF/ANSI 44

• NSF/ANSI 55

• NSF/ANSI 62

• NSF/ANSI 244

• NSF/ANSI 401

• CE, CSA and UL


